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1. Understand you are part of an infrastructure which can be 
breached due to a mistake you did.
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2.  Understand your system.



3.  Desk/Workstation hygiene
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4.  Bring Your Own Device Policy

Internet 01
Mobile phones and tablets can be 

compromised easily out of the office and 

then used to penetrate an infrastructure

02
Unlocked devices are vulnerable even at 

an office setting. Its vital all user devices 

are locked with a password to avoid 

Drive-by attacks.

03 Network security devices should 

regularly monitor mobile devices when 

joined to office infrastructure.



5.  Data security and management
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01
Document classification is important. Top 

secret should be handled with much 

more care than a Confidential document

02
If its not meant to be printed its not 

meant to.

03
Backup data offline regularly



6.  Removable Devices



7.  Safe Internet/Network security

01

Phishing documents sent by attackers 

usually show an error, “Enable Content”. 

If the document is opened a script 

hidden in word macro executes and 

infects the computer.

02
Employees should know malicious 

documents/Phishing emails and should 

report them to security team 

immediately.

03
Refrain from downloading software from 

unknown sources or visiting malicious 

links. Enabling browser security policy is 

vital.



8.  Physical security

1. Beware of shoulder 

serving.

2. Don’t write 

passwords down.

5.  Unknown devices 

introduced near you. 

(Hidden laptops).

3. Social Engineering 

attacks.

4. Impersonators.

6.  Unattended 

computers, unlocked = 

huge risk to Drive-by 

attacks.



Cyber security is my responsibility, Do 

not open a link or email from a source 

you don’t know!!!  



Help us 

defend you.

Thank you


